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the album yielded one of the defining music videos of the decade and, in a decade of rock and roll
that was defined by the internet, it was the first music video to have had a simultaneous web

premiere. the video for everything in its right place, released on sept. 17, 2007, premiered that same
day as a feature on the web site bbc music video. the video was directed by then-22-year-old

director jonathan glazer. it's also the first music video to be fully distributed through the internet, via
video-streaming site iplayer. and it's the first music video to be released on a dvd; a dvd containing
a 12-minute version of the video was released on dec. 18, 2007. before i give you my full thoughts
on the album, and my overall impressions of it, i want to go through the tracklisting. if you havent
already, go here and download the song "identikit" as a single. it's the single that was released in
advance of the king of limbs and really sets the tone of the album. thom yorkes voice is haunting,
and yorke conjures a new batch of lyrics that are equally haunting. this song is gorgeous. its not

really radiohead, but i still love it. a group of radiohead fans (me!) wrote a song, "the king of limbs,"
in honour of yorke and his partner, actress/model/singer/songwriter jamie harper. "the king of limbs"
was written and recorded as a tribute to yorke and harper. i hate the song. it's not bad per se, but it

takes forever to get to anything remotely interesting. the final line of the beatles' ode to rock and roll
is "all you need is love." but the beatles weren't the first to write it, nor the last. on radiohead's

eighth album amnesiac, yorke revisited the sentiment, but this time, as both a riposte to amnesiac-
critics and a continuation of the album's themes. "here are the facts," he said on a recent u.k. radio

interview, "the king of limbs is out of print. the man who put out the catalogue said it was out of
print. i was told that there was a chance that if i put out some new music, it would be discounted. i
decided to do that anyway, because i just thought the world had changed a little bit. but apparently

not."
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but the study found that file-
sharing networks were the

most popular way of getting
the album. and if you look at
the trends, it makes sense:
the most popular songs on

the album were the easiest to
get. by the time radiohead's
members decided to release
the full album digitally, the
band's more melodic tunes
were the most popular, so

they were available free and
easy to download. the more-
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aggressive songs, like the
zippy opener, "burn the

witch," were a harder sell;
people weren't interested in
downloading that. one of the
most-pirated songs, 2 + 2 =

5, was the slowest-selling
one. (the band actually

debated whether to release it
at all.) so what does this
mean for the future of

recorded music? is the digital
distribution model safe? not
exactly. downloading isn't a

new phenomenon. the band's
the bends, the album that
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consolidated radiohead as a
major force in alternative

rock, was downloaded several
million times illegally in the

first few weeks of its release.
but those downloads were
followed by a big sale, and

the sales kept growing. these
days, the band's the king of
limbs is expected to be the
best-selling album of the
year. so the question we

should be asking is: why does
a huge percentage of people
continue to use illegitimate

means to access albums and
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songs? is it that most of them
are unwilling to pay for a

song? or are they, perhaps,
looking for a bargain? listen
to this track from the 2007

album in rainbows, which the
songstress once said was an

early version of "everything in
its right place." some of the
lyrics are obscured in the

above clip, but the chorus,
"you've got to know when to

hold them/ you've got to
know when to fold them"

make it pretty clear what's
happening here. 5ec8ef588b
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